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ABSTRACT
Most new digital musical interfaces have evolved upon the
intuitive idea that there is a causality between sonic output
and physical actions. Nevertheless, the advent of brain-
computer interfaces (BCI) now allows us to directly access
subjective mental states and express these in the physical
world without bodily actions. In the context of an interac-
tive and collaborative live performance, we propose to ex-
ploit novel brain-computer technologies to achieve unmedi-
ated brain control over music generation and expression.
We introduce a general framework for the generation, syn-
chronization and modulation of musical material from brain
signal and describe its use in the realization of Xmotion, a
multimodal performance for a “brain quartet”.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Multimodal Brain Orchestra (MBO) demonstrates

interactive, a!ect-based and self-generated musical content
based on novel BCI technology. It is an exploration of
the musical creative potential of a collection of unmediated
brains directly interfaced to the world, bypassing their bod-
ies.

One of the very first piece to use brainwave for generating
music was “Music for solo performer” composed by Alvin
Lucier in 1965 [28]. He used brainwaves as a generative
source for the whole piece. In this piece, the electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) signal from the performer was ampli-
fied and relayed to a set of loudspeakers coupled with per-
cussion instruments. Some years later, the composer David
Rosenboom started to use biofeedback devices (especially
EEG) to allow performers to create sounds and music us-
ing their own brainwaves [25]. More recent research has at-
tempted to create complex musical interaction between par-
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ticular brainwaves and corresponding sound events where
the listener EEG control a music generator imitating the
style of a previously listened sample [20]. Data sonification
in general and EEG sonification in particular has been the
subject of various studies [13] showing the ability of the hu-
man auditory system to deal with and understand highly
complex sonic representation of data.

Although there has been an renewed interest in brain-
based music over the recent years, most projects are only
based on direct mappings from the EEG spectral content
to sound generators. They do not rely on explicit volitional
control. The Multimodal Brain Orchestra (MBO) takes
a di!erent approach by integrating advanced BCI (Brain
Computer Interface) technology that allows the performer
complete volitional control over the command signals that
are generated. MBO preserves the level of control of the
instrumentalist by relying on classification of specific stim-
ulus triggered events in the EEG. Another unique aspect of
the MBO is that it allows for a multimodal and collabora-
tive performance involving four brain orchestra members, a
musical conductor and real-time visualization.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
2.1 Overview: A client-server Architecture

for Multimodal Interaction
The interactive music system of the Multimodal Brain

Orchestra is based on a client-server modular architecture,
where inter-module communication follows the Open Sound
Control (OSC) protocol [30]. The MBO consists of three
main components (Figure 1) namely the orchestra members,
the multimodal interactive system, and the conductor. 1)
The four members of the “brain quartet” are wired up to
two di!erent types of brain-computer interfaces: the P300
and the SSVEP (Steady-State Visual Evoked Potentials)(cf
section 2.2). 2) The computer-based interactive multimedia
system processes inputs from the conductor and the BCIs
to generate music and visualization in real-time. This is
the core of the system where most of the interaction design
choices are made. The interactive multimedia component
can itself be decomposed into three subsystems: the EEG
signal processing module, the SiMS (Situated Interactive
Music System) music server [17] and the real-time visual-
izer. Finally, the conductor uses a Wii-Baton (cf section
2.5) to modulate the tempo of the interactive music gen-
eration, trigger di!erent sections of the piece, and cue the
orchestra members (Figure 1).

2.2 Brain Computer Interface
The musicians of the orchestra are all connected to brain-

computer interfaces that allow them to control sound events
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Figure 1: The Multimodal Brain Orchestra is a
modular interactive system based on a client-server
architecture using the OSC communication proto-
col. See text for further information.

and music expressiveness during the performance. These
BCIs provide a new communication channel between a brain
and a computer. These interfaces are based on the princi-
ple that mental activity can lead to observable changes of
electrophysiological signals in the brain. These signals can
be measured, processed, and later transformed into useful
high level messages or commands [29, 9, 12].

The MBO is based on two di!erent non-invasive BCI con-
cepts which control the generation and modulation of music
and soundscapes, namely the P300 and SSVEP. We worked
with G.tec medical engineering GmbH products, providing
BCI hardware devices (g.USBamp) and corresponding real-
time processing software for MATLAB/Simulink 1. The
control commands generated by the classification of the
EEG using the, so called, P300 and SSVEP protocols were
sent to the music server and visualization module via a
simulink S-function implementing using the OSC protocol
for Matlab 2.

2.2.1 The P300 Speller
The P300 is an event related potential (ERP) that can

be measured with eight electrodes at a latency of approxi-
mately 300ms after an infrequent stimuli occurs. We used
the P300 speller paradigm introduced by [8]. In our case,
two orchestra members were using a 6 by 6 symbol matrix
containing alpha-numeric characters (Figure 3) in which a
row, column or single cell was randomly flashed on. The
orchestra member has to focus on the cell containing the
symbol to be communicated and to mentally count every
time the cell flashes (this is to distinguish between common
and rare stimuli). This elicits an attention dependent pos-

1http://www.mathworks.com
2http://andy.schmeder.net/software/

itive deflection of the EEG about 200 msec after stimulus
onset, the P300, that can be associated to the specific sym-
bol by the system (Figure 2) [12]. We used this interface
to trigger discrete sound events in real-time. Because it
is di"cult to control the exact time of occurrence of P300
signals, our music server SiMS (cf section 2.4) took care of
beat-synchronizing the di!erent P300 events with the rest
of the composition.

A P300 interface is normally trained with 5-40 characters
which corresponds to a training time of about 5-45 minutes.
A group study with 100 people showed that after a training
with 5 characters only, 72 % of the users could spell a 5
character word without any mistake [12]. This motivated
the decision to limit the number of symbols used during the
performance (Section 3.4).

Figure 2: P300: a rare event triggers an ERP 300
ms after the onset of the event indicated by the
green arrow.

Figure 3: A 6 by 6 symbol matrix is presented to the
P300 orchestra member who can potentially trigger
36 specific discrete sound events.

2.2.2 SSVEP
Another type of interface was provided by steady-state

visually evoked potentials (SSVEP) triggered by flickering
light. This method relies on the fact that when the retina is
excited by a flickering light with a frequency ¿ 3.5 Hz, the
brain generates activity at the same frequency [1, 2]. The
interface is composed of four di!erent light sources flicker-
ing at di!erent frequencies and provides additional “step
controllers” (Figure 4).

The SSVEP BCI interface is trained for about 5 minutes
during which the user has to look several times at every
flickering LED. Then, a user specific classifier is calculated
that allows on-line control. In contrast to the P300, the
SSVEP BCI gives a continuous control signal that switches
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from one state to another within about 2-3 seconds. The
SSVEP BCI solves also the zero-class problem. If the user is
not looking at one of the LEDs then no decision is made[24].

SSVEP was used to control changes in articulation and
dynamics of the music generated by SiMS.

Figure 4: Two members of the orchestra connected
to their SSVEP-based BCI interfaces [24]

2.3 Visual Feedback
We designed a module that gave real-time visualization of

the BCI output. More precisely, the di!erent possible con-
trol messages detected by g.tec analysis software from the
brain signal were sent to the visualizer via OSC and illus-
trated with simple color coded icons. From the two mem-
bers of the orchestra using the P300 BCI interface we can
receive 36 distinct control messages. Each of these 36 sym-
bols was represented using a combination of six geometrical
shapes and six di!erent colors. The two members of the
orchestra using the SSVEP BCI interfaces were able to trig-
ger four possible events corresponding to the four di!erent
states (or in other words, four brain activity frequencies),
but continuously. Each line in the display corresponded to
a member of the orchestra: the first two using P300 and the
last two SSEVP. When a P300 member triggered an event,
the associated geometrical shape appeared in the left side
and moved from left to right according to time. For the
SSVEP events, the current state was shown in green and
the past changes could be seen as they moved from left to
right.

The real-time visualization played the role of a real time
score. It provided feedback to the audience and was fun-
damental for the conductor to know when the requested
events were actually triggered. The conductor could in-
dicate to the orchestra member when to trigger an event
(P300 or SSVEP) but the confirmation of its triggering was
indicated by the real time visual score as well as by its mu-
sical consequences.

2.4 The Situated Interactive Music System (SiMS)

Once the signal is extracted from brain activity and trans-
formed into high-level commands by g.tec software suite, a
specific OSC message is sent to the SiMS music server [17]
and to the visualization module. SSVEP and P300 inter-
faces provide us with a set of discrete commands we want to
transform into musical parameters driving the SiMS server.

SiMS is an interactive music system inspired by Roboser,
a midi-based composition system that has previously been
applied to the sonification of robots and people’s trajec-
tories [7, 18]. SiMS is entirely based on a networked ar-
chitecture. It implements various algorithmic composition
tools (e.g: generation of tonal, brownian and serial series of
pitches and rhythms) and a set of synthesis techniques val-

Figure 5: The real-time visualizer allows for real-
time visualization of P300 system output (the two
upper rows show combinations of shapes and colors)
and SSVEP system output (the two lower rows)

idated by psychoacoustical tests [17, 15]. Inspired by pre-
vious works on musical performance modeling [10], SiMS
allows to modulate the expressiveness of music generation
by varying parameters such as phrasing, articulation and
performance noise[17].

SiMS is implemented as a set of Max/MSP abstractions
and C++ externals [31]. We have tested SiMS within dif-
ferent sensing environments such as biosignals (heart-rate,
electroencephalogram) [16, 17, 15], or virtual and mixed-
reality sensors (camera, gazers, lasers, pressure sensitive
floors, ...) [3]. After constantly refining its design and func-
tionalities to adapt to those di!erent contexts of use, we
opted for an architecture consisting of a hierarchy of per-
ceptually and musically meaningful agents interacting and
communicating via the OSC protocol [30] (Figure 6). For
this project we focused on interfacing BCI to SiMS.

SiMS follows a biomimetic architecture that is multi-level
and loosly distinguishes sensing (e.g electrodes attached to
the scalp using a cap) from processing (musical mappings
and processes) and actions (changes of musical parameters).
It has to be emphasized though that we do not believe that
these stages are discrete modules. Rather, they will share
bi-directional interactions both internal to the architecture
as through the environment itself. In this respect it is a
further advance from the traditional separation of sensing,
processing and response paradigm[26] which was at the core
of traditional AI models.

2.5 Wii-mote Conductor Baton
We provided the orchestra conductor with additional con-

trol over the musical output using the Wii-mote (Nintendo)
as a baton. Di!erent sections of the quartet could be trig-
gered by pressing a specific button, and the gestures of the
conductor were recorded and analyzed. A processing mod-
ule in SiMS (Figure 7) filtered the accelerometers and the
time-varying accelerations were interpreted in terms of beat
pulse and mapped to small tempo modulation in the SiMS
player.

3. XMOTION: A BRAIN-BASED MUSICAL
PERFORMANCE

3.1 Emotion, Cognition and Musical Compo-
sition

One of the original motivations of the MBO project was
to explore the potential creativity of BCIs as they allow
to access subjective mental states and express these in the
physical world without bodily actions. The name XMotion
designate those states that can be generated and experi-
enced by the unmediated brain when it is both immersed
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Figure 6: SiMS music server is built as a hierarchy
of musical agents and can be integrated into various
sensate environments. See text for further informa-
tion.

Figure 7: The wii-baton module analyzes 3D accel-
eration data trom the wii-mote so the conductor can
use it to modulate the tempo and to trigger specific
sections of the piece.

and in charge of the multimodal experience in which it finds
itself.

The XMotion performance is based on the assumption
that mental states can be organized along the three-dimensional
space of valence, arousal and representational content [21].
Usually emotion is described as decoupled from cognition
in a low dimensional space such as the circumplex model of
Russell [27]. This is a very e!ective description of emotional
states in terms of their valence and arousal. However, these
emotional dimensions are not independant of other dimen-
sions such as the representational capacity of consciousness
which allows us to evaluate and alter the emotional dimen-
sions [14]. The musical piece composed for XMotion pro-
poses to combine both models into a framework where the
emotional dimensions of arousal and valence are expressed
by the music, while the conductor evaluates its representa-
tional dimension.

Basing our ideas on previous emotion research studies
[11, 15], we decided to control the modulation of music from
Russell’s bi-dimensional model of emotions [27]. The higher

the values of the dynamics, the higher the expressed arousal
and similarly, the longer the articulation, the higher the va-
lence. In addition, a database of sound samples was created
where each sample was classified according to the Arousal
and Valence taxonomy (Table 1).

Figure 8: Russel’s circumplex model of a!ect repre-
sents emotions on a 2D map of Valence and Arousal
[27].

3.2 Musical Material
The musical composition by Jonatas Manzolli consisted of

three layers, namely the virtual string quartet, a fixed elec-
troacoustic tape and live triggering of sound events. The
four voices of a traditional string quartet setup up were
precomposed o#ine and stored as MIDI events to be modu-
lated (articulation and accentuation) by the MBO members
connected to the SSVEP interfaces. The sound rendering
was done using state of the art orchestral string sampling
technology (using the London Symphony Orchestra library
with Kontakt sampler 3). The second layer consisted of a
fixed audio tape soundtrack synchronized with the string
quartet material with Live 4 audio time stretching algo-
rithms. Additionaly, we used discrete sound events trig-
gered by the P300 brain orchestra members. The orchestra
members were coordinated by the musical conductor stand-
ing in front of them.

3.3 String Quartet
The basic composition strategy was to associate di!er-

ent melodic and rhythmic patterns of musical textures to
variations in dynamics and articulation producing textural
changes in the composition. The inspiration for this music
architecture was the so called net-structure technique cre-
ated by Ligeti using pattern-meccanico material [4]. The
second aspect of the composition was to produce transposi-
tion of beats producing an e!ect of phase-shifting[5]. These
two aspects produced a two-dimension gradual transforma-
tion in the string quartet textures. In one direction the
melodic profile was gradually transformed by the articula-
tion changes. On the other, the shift of accentuation and
gradual tempo changes produced phase-shifts. In the first
movement a chromatic pattern is repeated and legato in-
creased the superposition of notes. The second and fourth

3http://www.native-instruments.com/
4http://www.ableton.com
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movements worked with a constant chord modulation chain
and the third with a canonical structure.

One member of the orchestra used the SSVEP to modu-
late the articulation of the string quartet (four levels from
legato to staccato corresponding to the four light sources
frequencies) while the other member modulated the accen-
tuation (from piano to forte) of the quartet.

3.4 Soundscape
The soundscape was made of a fixed tape piece compo-

sition and discrete sound events triggered according to af-
fective content. The sound events are driven by the con-
ductor’s cues and relate to the visual realm. The tape
was created using four primitive sound qualities. The idea
was to associate mental states with changes of sound ma-
terial. “P300 performers” produced discrete events related
to four letters: A (sharp strong), B (short percussive), C
(water flow) and D (harmonic spectrum). On the conduc-
tor’s cue, the performers concentrated on a specific column
and row and triggered the desired sound. Two members of
the orchestra were using P300 hundred and concentrated
on 4 symbols each. Each symbol triggered a sound sample
from the “emotional database” corresponding to the a!ec-
tive taxonomy associated with the symbol (for each symbol
or sound quality we had a set of 4 possible sound samples).

Sound Quality State Arousal Valence

Sharp Strong A High Negative
Short Percussive B High Negative

Water Flow C Low Positive
Harmonic Spectrum D Low Positive

Table 1: An a!ective taxonomy was used to classify
the sound database

Figure 9: The MBO performance setup at FET Eu-
ropean conference in Prague in July 2009.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a disembodied interactive system designed

for the generation and modulation of musical material from
brain signal, and described XMotion, an interactive “brain
quartet” piece based on novel brain computer interface tech-
nologies. The MBO shows how novel BCI technologies can
be used in a multimodal collaborative context where the
performers have volitional control over their mental state
and the music generation process. Considering that the
response time delays of the SSVEP and P300 interfaces
are well above audio rate, we do not claim that these in-
terfaces provide the level of subtlety and intimate control
more traditional instruments can a!ord. Nevertheless, it is

a promising first step towards the exploration of the cre-
ative potential of collaborative brain-based interaction for
audio-visual content generation. It is part of a larger e!ort
to include physiological feedback in the interactive genera-
tion of music. We can envision many applications of this
brain-based systems beyond the area of performance includ-
ing music therapy (this system fosters musical collaboration
and would allow disable people to play music together), neu-
rofeedback [16, 6, 19] and motor rehabilitation (e.g. the use
of musical feedback for neurofeedback training might be a
good alternative to visual feedback for people with visual
impairment)[22, 23]. We are further exploring both these
artistic and practical applications of the MBO.
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